
We thank the reviewers for their time, comments and feedback. The reviewers unanimously appreciated the significance1

of our theoretical and empirical contributions. As a result, this rebuttal will mainly focus on minor comments and2

questions.3

(R1, R4) – Analysis on LAP vs. PAL. A common question was with respect to the understanding the performance4

difference between LAP and PAL. Our theoretical analysis shows that prioritization reduces the variance of the gradient.5

Given LAP and PAL have the same expected gradient, our hypothesis is that LAP offers performance gains over PAL6

when the variance reduction matters. As suggested by R1, in an environment like MuJoCo with dense rewards, this7

may have limited impact. However, in Atari which has sparse rewards, and therefore, higher variance in the gradient,8

prioritization samples the sparse rewards more frequently and propagates the signal faster. In the camera-ready version9

we will attempt to validate this hypothesis in some simple toy domains, where the properties of the environment as well10

as the gradient of the loss function can be more readily analyzed.11

(R2) – The authors also claim that the suggested methods are faster in execution, which is a useful side-effect12

if verified. Run time improvements appear in two ways. When using PAL (over LAP or PER), we save the cost of13

building and sampling from the priority structure. For LAP/PER, we don’t find a meaningful run time difference,14

however we did find our implementation of PER outperformed existing, commonly used implementations. This result15

can be found in Appendix B. Notably the run time TD3 + LAP is less than using vanilla SAC.16

(R2) – How was the number of time steps for the experiment decided upon? The choice of a horizon of 3 million17

is a common choice in the literature. SAC [1, 2] and ERE [3] use 3 million in most environments, and OAC (from18

NeurIPS 2019) [4] uses 2.5 million. We fixed 3 million across all environments as we felt this was the most transparent19

choice.20

(R2) – Various terms are used without previous introduction. [...] Thank you for pointing these out. We will add21

definitions in the camera-ready version.22

(R2) – Another ambiguous statement is the summation when computing p(i) just before Equation (6). The23

summation is indeed over the batch. We will clarify this.24

(R2) – Another clarification is whether δ(j) in the denominator should also be an absolute value. The absolute25

value is correct and comes from the prioritization scheme being the absolute value of the TD error.26

(R3) – Reproducibility. We include several pages of these details in Appendix D along with code submitted in the27

supplementary. Please check these out. We believe it will satisfy your concerns. We absolutely believe in being as28

transparent and reproducible as possible.29

(R3) – The sentence leading with ’surprisingly’ put me off a bit in the abstract without further information that30

comes later in the paper [...] We considered this result surprising as PER has some intuitive benefits regarding signal31

propagation, but we agree the language could be clarified here. Thank you.32

(R4) – Broader Impact. We will expand our discussion in the broader impact. Thank you for your comments.33
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